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Fig. 1: A diagram of our experimental setup used to measure participants’ sensitivity to radial optic flow artifacts, which are an unwanted
side effect of varifocal head-mounted displays. Left: The participant sits on a height-adjustable stool and places their chin on a chin
rest to keep their head steady while viewing the VR display simulator. The participant views the wide field-of-view display through
shutter glasses so that they can view the virtual content in 3D. Right: A visualization of one interval in our 2-interval forced choice
experiment that participants completed. In the experiment, participants viewed two sequentially-presented intervals where we rendered
a virtual scene on the 3D display. One interval showed the content with the radial optic flow artifact while the other had no change in
the rendered image, and participants were tasked with detecting which interval contained the optic flow artifact. The optic flow stimulus
was implemented as a uniform scaling of the rendered image’s size, which the participant perceives as a radial optic flow field. In order
to study the effects of blink suppression on participants’ sensitivity to radial optic flow, the image changed size before, during, or after
voluntary eye blinks (randomly varied from trial to trial).

Abstract— We provide the first perceptual quantification of user’s sensitivity to radial optic flow artifacts and demonstrate a promising
approach for masking this optic flow artifact via blink suppression. Near-eye HMDs allow users to feel immersed in virtual environments
by providing visual cues, like motion parallax and stereoscopy, that mimic how we view the physical world. However, these systems
exhibit a variety of perceptual artifacts that can limit their usability and the user’s sense of presence in VR. One well-known artifact is
the vergence-accommodation conflict (VAC). Varifocal displays can mitigate VAC, but bring with them other artifacts such as a change
in virtual image size (radial optic flow) when the focal plane changes. We conducted a set of psychophysical studies to measure users’
ability to perceive this radial flow artifact before, during, and after self-initiated blinks. Our results showed that visual sensitivity was
reduced by a factor of 10 at the start and for ∼70 ms after a blink was detected. Pre- and post-blink sensitivity was, on average, ∼0.15%
image size change during normal viewing and increased to ∼1.5−2.0% during blinks. Our results imply that a rapid (under 70 ms)
radial optic flow distortion can go unnoticed during a blink. Furthermore, our results provide empirical data that can be used to inform
engineering requirements for both hardware design and software-based graphical correction algorithms for future varifocal near-eye
displays. Our project website is available at https://gamma.umd.edu/ROF/.

Index Terms—Radial optic flow, perceptual thresholds, motion perception, vergence-accommodation conflict, blink suppression.

1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) displays allow users to interact with computer-
generated environments in a way that is natural and immersive. Unique
to VR is the feeling of presence, wherein the user feels that they are
truly in the virtual environment that they are perceiving through the
head-mounted display (HMD) [54]. Some important factors that con-
tribute to this feeling of presence are a high-resolution, high refresh
rate stereoscopic display [4, 20]; a wide field of view (FOV) [40]; and
low-latency position tracking to render perspective-correct views of the
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virtual content [20]. These features improve the level of immersion
provided by the HMD [54], and poor implementations of these features
may introduce visual artifacts such as the screen door effect [37], screen
tearing and flickering, chromatic aberration [67], and motion artifacts.

Although these artifacts can break a user’s sense of presence in the
virtual experience, limits of the human visual system (HVS) mean
that beyond a certain threshold, these artifacts are imperceptible [16]
(though they may still impact the user experience [18]). For example,
prior work suggests that a total system latency of 50−70 ms is tolerable
for gaze-contingent foveated rendering [2], a measurement that informs
HMD manufacturers on how responsive the eye tracking and rendering
systems need to be. Thus, in order to understand how good the display,
optical, and rendering systems of an HMD need to be to produce a
sufficiently-immersive experience, it is important that we study the
perceptual thresholds of the HVS for different types of visual artifacts.

In this work, we mainly study human sensitivity to radial optic
flow patterns in wide FOV stereoscopic displays, with applications
to distortion correction for varifocal HMDs. Varifocal HMDs are of
interest because they are able to provide accurate focus cues as the user
shifts their gaze around the scene to look at objects at different depths.
This ability to provide accurate focus cues mitigates the vergence-
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accommodation conflict (VAC), a problem which can reduce image
quality and cause eye strain and fatigue after prolonged use of the
display [22, 32]. One side effect of varifocal HMDs is image distortion
that occurs when the system’s focal power changes. In particular,
changes in the focal power cause the virtual image size to change (i.e.,
image magnification or minification). To the user, this is perceived as a
motion artifact in the form of radial optic flow (i.e., the retinal image
appears to expand/contract and objects appear to move closer to/further
away from the observer), and can manifest as a sensation of self-motion
in the world. To eliminate this artifact, we can apply the inverse of
this distortion to the rendered image so that the two distortions (from
the applied distortion and the change in focal power) cancel each other
out and there is no perceived distortion [5, 36]. In order to know how
accurate the inverse distortion needs to be to prevent perception of the
radial flow artifact, we need to understand how sensitive users are to
radial optic flow.

Main Contributions: We conducted an experiment to measure hu-
man observers’ sensitivity to expanding radial optic flow in a wide
FOV stereoscopic display, motivated by the advent of varifocal HMDs
with focus-tunable optics. To understand the viability of masking
the flow artifact during blinks, we measured this sensitivity before,
during, and after self-initiated blinks. Our experiment makes use of
recent developments in HMD distortion calibration [19] and adaptive
psychophysics [48]. In particular, we used a stereoscopic, wide field-
of-view, eye-tracked display simulator [19] to emulate the radial optic
flow distortion effect in a well-controlled environment. Since our ex-
periment modified both the magnitude of the optic flow effect and the
delay in the flow onset (relative to blink timing), we used an adaptive
psychophysical paradigm [48] to reduce the number of trials needed
in our experiment. In a psychophysical user study, we collected eye
tracking data and subjective perceptual responses to radial optic flow
from ten participants. Our results show that users are extremely sen-
sitive to image magnification artifacts during normal viewing of the
virtual content, and that blinks can be an effective method of masking
this artifact that yields a 10× decrease in sensitivity to radial optic flow
compared to without blink masking. In particular, we find that:

• Visual sensitivity to image magnification during normal viewing
(no blink suppression) is about 0.1%− 0.2% change in image
size.

• The maximum image magnification that can be hidden during
a blink without the user noticing is about 2%, with some inter-
observer variability (1.14%−2.54%).

• Visual sensitivity to radial optic flow begins to recover ∼70 ms
after the first detected frame of the start of a blink, and ∼50 ms
before the first detected frame of the end of a blink.

• Our results have implications for varifocal HMD design and en-
gineering. Results suggest that the error margins on radial optic
flow correction in normal viewing conditions are very low and
that discrete varifocal systems are an attractive paradigm for im-
plementing varifocal HMDs, since the radial flow artifact can be
reliably masked using blinks, as long as it occurs over a short
enough time window.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

2.1 Vergence-Accommodation Conflict & Varifocal Dis-
plays

In order to deliver an immersive virtual experience, HMDs try to recre-
ate the perceptual experience of viewing a 3D scene in the real world,
which relies in part on being able to perceive depth [42]. Most HMDs
are able to support depth cues like motion parallax, disparity, perspec-
tive foreshortening, occlusion, texture gradients, and vergence. One
cue that is currently not supported in existing commercial HMDs is
accommodation, wherein the eye changes optical power to maintain a
clear image of the gaze target [9,57]. Inability to support this depth cue
produces the vergence-accommodation conflict (VAC).

VAC is caused by the HMD design: the display is at a fixed dis-
tance from the user’s eyes and the lenses of the display are calibrated

to a fixed focal distance. Disparity cues from stereoscopic rendering
allow the user to rotate (verge) their eyes to look at virtual objects
at different distances, but the fixed focal distance prevents the their
eyes from accommodating to the perceived depth of the virtual con-
tent [32]. This produces conflicting information between vergence
and accommodation cues (see Figure 2). As a result, users experience
decreased binocular fusion accuracy [6, 22] and may also experience
visual discomfort and fatigue [22]. Furthermore, results from Erkelens
et al. suggest that VAC may also degrade users’ perception of the real
world in augmented reality viewing conditions [14].

To mitigate this problem, researchers have developed HMDs that
support accommodation [32]. In this work, we focus on varifocal near
eye displays, which support accommodation by changing the focal
plane of the display according to the vergence distance of the user.
The focal plane can be changed using one of a number of different
techniques, such as mechanically sliding optics, deformable membrane
mirrors, tunable lenses, or birefringent lenses. Regardless of the mech-
anism used, all varifocal displays suffer from an image magnification
(or minification) artifact wherein the virtual image is magnified (or
minified) as the focal distance changes [49]. To the user, this artifact
is perceived as the virtual content getting larger or smaller (depending
on the direction of the focal power change), which produces a radial
optic flow field on the retina (see Figure 1). To remove this artifact, we
can apply the inverse distortion to the rendered image such that the two
distortions cancel out and the user perceives an undistorted image.

2.2 Psychophysics & Sensitivity to Radial Optic Flow
2.2.1 Psychophysics
Psychophysics is the study of the relationship between physical stim-
uli and the perceptual response they trigger in observers [16]. Psy-
chophysics researchers are usually interested in measuring perceptual
thresholds, which describe the level of stimulus intensity required for
an observer to perceive the stimulus. Another common measurement is
just-noticeable differences, which describe how much a stimulus must
change by in order for the observer to notice that it has changed in
intensity [41].

During a psychophysical experiment, the participant is exposed to
the stimulus and then answers a question that provides information on
whether or not they perceived the stimulus. In order to collect reliable
results, participants usually complete this task hundreds of times at
varying stimulus intensities, and a psychometric function that models
their perceptual response is fit to the trial response data [61]. The order
and level of the stimulus intensity across trials varies depending on the
experiment method used. In the method of constant stimuli (MCS), the
stimulus is set at pre-determined levels, usually in regular intervals, and
each level is tested multiple times in a random order [61]. The method
of adjustment (MoA) requires the participant to adjust the stimulus level
in real time until it is just noticeable or just becomes unnoticeable [13].
The method of limits starts at a stimulus level greatly above or below
the threshold, and monotonically increases or decreases across trials
until the participant detects the stimulus [13]. The threshold is then cal-
culated as the average of the stimulus level across all termination points.
Adaptive methods, such as the staircase method, adjust the stimulus
level according to the user’s responses, with the aim of quickly finding
the threshold level and staying at that level for a number of trials [13].
The parameter estimation by sequential testing (PEST) method uses
maximum-likelihood estimation to set the stimulus to the most efficient
level for a given trial [39]. The staircase and PEST methods are similar,
except that the change in stimulus level between trials is constant in the
staircase method, but varies from trial to trial with the PEST method.
For experiments where the sensitivity to multiple different stimulus
parameters (e.g., stimulus intensity, duration, and direction), Owen et
al. [48] developed a nonparametric method for modeling the psychome-
tric function and an active sampling policy to more efficiently sample
stimulus parameter values that are close to the observer’s threshold.
Similarly, Keely et al. [29] model the psychometric function using a
semi-parametric function with Gaussian priors to further improve the
sampling efficiency of the threshold estimation process. Our work
uses the adaptive sampling scheme by Owen et al. [48] to determine
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Fig. 2: A visualization of the vergence-accommodation conflict (recreated from [22]), which varifocal HMDs are designed to mitigate. (A) In real-world
viewing conditions, when the observer focuses on an object, their vergence distance and focal distance match. (B) In VR HMD viewing conditions,
when the observer focuses on a virtual object rendered on the stereoscopic display, their vergence distance matches that of the real-world condition,
but their focal distance is tuned to the distance of the display, which does not match the perceived distance of the object. (C) When the vergence
and focal distances match, the object being looked at appears in focus and is clear (blue bunny), while objects located at other distances from the
observer appear blurred (red bunnies on either side). (D) When the vergence and focal distances do not match (and the observer focuses on a
far-away object), all virtual objects appear in focus and are clear due to the fixed focal power of the display. If the user instead looked at an object at a
nearby object, all of the virtual content would appear out of focus.

stimulus parameter values (Section 3.2.2) from trial to trial, so that
we can converge towards each participant’s perceptual threshold with
fewer trials than would be required of sampling paradigms in traditional
psychophysical approaches.

2.2.2 Sensitivity to Radial Optic Flow
Optic flow refers to the pattern of motion perceived by an observer when
there is relative motion between the observer and their surrounding
environment [17]. Humans use optic flow as a signal for self-motion
by parsing the perceived flow field into rotational and translational
components [35]. That is, different optic flow patterns indicate different
types of movement through the environment and sensitivity to these
different patterns varies. Humans rely on optic flow so much for
self-motion perception that it is possible for a stationary observer to
erroneously feel like they are moving through an environment if they
are exposed to the appropriate optic flow stimuli (a sensation known
as vection) [31]. In the context of near-eye displays, it is important
that we build devices that do not create motion artifacts like incorrect
optic flow since they may increase the likelihood that the user will
experience vection, which can lead to significant feelings of motion
sickness [7, 21, 30].

In order to know how much correction needs to be applied in the
rendering pipeline to make the image magnification artifact of varifo-
cal displays imperceptible, it is important that we first measure how
well users can perceive radial optic flow patterns. Researchers have
studied perceptual sensitivity to optic flow patterns under a variety
of conditions and have found evidence that the brain has specialized
detectors for different patterns of optic flow (radial, translational, and
rotational) [15, 44, 51, 55, 56]. Freeman et al. [15] measured how sen-
sitive observers are to sinusoidally expanding and contracting radial
flow fields and found a threshold of about 0.075◦. Joshi et al. [28] mea-
sured the motion coherence threshold for radial optic flow and found
that observers required a higher proportion of motion coherence for

lower flow speeds (1.6◦/s) compared to higher flow speeds (5.5◦/s).
Cuturi et al. [11] provided evidence that visual sensitivity to radial
optic flow is linked to vestibular sensitivity to forward and backward
motion. Furthermore, Clifford et al. [10] found that the flow pattern
has an effect on its perceived speed (with radial flow appearing faster
than spiral and rotational flow patterns), and that the flow pattern type
(complex motions consisting of local and global motion information
versus simple motions that lacked any global motion information) did
not have an effect on speed discrimination thresholds.

Notably, most prior work that measured radial optic flow thresholds
used unnatural stimuli (e.g., random dot kinematograms), lacked stereo
depth cues, or used a display with an extremely small field of view.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to study sensitivity
to radial optic flow using a rich, natural scene in a stereoscopic, wide
field-of-view display, which is more representative of the perceptual
experience when using a VR HMD.

2.3 Blink-based Visual Suppression

Humans typically blink for anywhere in the range of 10 – 20 times per
minute [12, 38] with a duration of 100−400 ms [1, 23]. During blinks,
the observer is not able to see their surroundings since the eyelids are
closed and prevent light rays from entering the eye. However, visual
suppression during blinks actually begins before a blink even begins
and persists for a short duration after the blink ends [59]. Furthermore,
blinks themselves usually go unnoticed due to decreased activity in
the visual cortex (triggered by blinks) [8]. In the context of virtual
reality, blink suppression has been used to mask changes in the virtual
environment to aid users in virtual locomotion [34, 46] and user-object
interaction [64]. In the current work, we study to what extent blinks can
be used to reduce an observer’s sensitivity to radial optic flow artifacts,
with applications to distortion correction for varifocal HMDs.
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3 METHODS

To measure sensitivity to radial optic flow, we conducted a psychophys-
ical experiment in which participants viewed a 3D virtual scene and
were tasked with identifying when the size of the virtual image changed.
This section provides details on our experiment design, the equipment
used, and the demographics of our participants.

3.1 Equipment
In order to avoid confounding factors related to headset fit and view-
dependent effects from unconstrained head movements, and to ensure
high accuracy of our eye tracking, we used the VR display simulator
introduced by Guan et al. [19]. The display simulator uses a 97” high-
speed OLED television (LG OLED97G2PUA) paired with shutter
glasses to render a 3D image with a 125◦×94◦ FOV. The content was
rendered at 60Hz per eye. The television is mounted to a stand that
allows it to be translated forward or backward within a 2m range. The
frames of the glasses are 3D printed, with lenses from Optoma ZD302
shutter glasses and a Tobii eye tracker installed on the interior of the
frame. We use a custom frame so that the glasses can be mounted to
the display simulator’s adjustable chin rest. Attached on each side of
the chin rest is a handlebar with two buttons to allow the user to input
their response after a trial or to advance to the next trial. The user sat
in a height-adjustable stool and the vertical position and eye relief of
the glasses could also be adjusted to ensure that the participant was
comfortable during the experiment. Note that this display simulator
also supports rotational head movements, the use of a bite bar, and can
render different types of simulated lens distortions, but we did not use
any of these features for our experiment. An image of the device can
be seen in Figure 1.

3.2 Experiment Design & Stimulus
In this section, we provide details on the experiment design, including
our psychophysical sampling paradigm, experiment flow, and proper-
ties of the image magnification stimulus. Note that the terms “image
magnification,” “image size change,” “distortion,” and “radial optic
flow” all refer to the artifact produced by varifocal HMDs when the
lens changes power, and we use these terms interchangeably throughout
the paper.

3.2.1 Experimental Protocol
To measure sensitivity to image size change, we conducted a 2-interval
forced choice task (2IFC). That is, for a single trial the participant
was exposed to two intervals of the virtual content (a still image of
the Papertown scene shown in Figure 4). One interval had no change
in image size, while in the other interval the stimulus changed size.

Each interval started with a presentation of the Papertown scene,
followed by the appearance of a blink bue (a red circle) after 500 ms.
Participants were instructed to blink at this moment. Once the eye
tracker detected the blink, the red circle disappeared and stimulus
was rendered depending on the interval (i.e., the virtual image size
remained constant or was increased). From trial to trial, the order of
the intervals was random and participants received feedback on the
correctness of their response after each trial. An overview of a trial
from our experiment is shown in Figure 3.

The participant’s task was to identify which of the two intervals
contained the image size change. When the magnitude of the image
magnification was below the participant’s detection threshold (i.e., the
optic flow artifact was imperceptible), the participant had a 50% chance
of selecting the correct interval. Conversely, as the magnitude of the
size change increased, participants were more likely to perceive the
stimulus and select the correct interval that contained the image si ze
change. We considered the perceptual threshold to be the point at which
the participant had a 75% chance of correctly identifying the stimulus
interval.

Before beginning the experiment, participants were briefed on the
the experiment task and the functionality of the different buttons to
advance through the trials. The experimenter also helped the participant
adjust the height of the stool and the positioning of the chin rest and
shutter glasses so that they were comfortable and were able to clearly

see the display. At the start of the experiment, participants completed
15 practice trials to get accustomed to the experiment flow and the
controls. Participants were free to take a break or end their participation
at any time. Participants were compensated with $75 USD per hour
upon completion of the experiment, and participation took about 1.5
hours.

3.2.2 Experiment Stimulus

To understand the different parameters of image magnification that may
affect perceptibility of the varifocal HMD’s image distortion artifact,
from trial to trial we adjusted the magnitude of the image magnification
and the delay between the participant’s blink onset and image magnifi-
cation onset. We chose to study these parameters in particular because
they have important implications on the design and implementation
of varifocal HMDs. The magnitude of the magnification tells us how
much room for error we have in the distortion correction pipeline, i.e.
how good we need to be at eliminating the image magnification artifact
(Section 2.1). The delay parameter tells us how fast the eye tracker
and distortion correction processes need to be so that we can reliably
mitigate the perceptibility the distortion artifact when the user blinks
(Section 2.3). The magnitude of the image magnification ranged be-
tween 0.5%−3% size change that happened over the course of 8.3 ms
(one screen frame). Additionally, the size change occurred on a random
delay (15−300 ms) after blink onset. Since blink suppression effects
are known to change depending on when the stimulus appears during
the observer’s blink, we varied the timing stimulus onset relative to
the participant’s blink onset to characterize how sensitivity to image
magnification changes according temporally during blinks.

We used the AEPsych adaptive sampling toolbox [48] to modify the
stimulus parameter values (magnification magnitude and delay after
blink onset) since it has shown to be an efficient way of estimating
perceptual thresholds in psychophysical studies in which the perceptual
effects of multiple different stimulus parameters are being studied [19].
Each experiment was run with 50 initialization trials that uniformly
sampled a subset of the parameter space that was likely to contain a par-
ticipant’s perceptual threshold (0%−2% magnification magnitude and
0−150 ms magnification delay). The subset that we uniformly sam-
pled was identified through extensive pilot testing, where we uniformly
sampled the whole parameter space to learn which regions produced
trials where the stimulus was consistently perceived (or not perceived);
those trials correspond to stimuli that were consistently supra- or sub-
threshold, and thus do not contribute much to AEPsych’s ability to
converge toward the perceptual threshold [48]. This uniform sampling
procedure acts like a prior that helps AEPsych more efficiently sample
the parameter space to converge toward the participant’s true threshold
more reliably. After the uniform sampling, we switched to AEPsych’s
adaptive sampling paradigm to collect data up to 250 trials. Note that
since AEPsych uses an adaptive sampling paradigm to determine the
parameter values, we did not divide the experiment into separate blocks
with different (but constant within the block) parameter values as is
often done in method of constant stimuli psychophysical experiments.
That is, on any given trial, the image magnification magnitude and delay
parameters could take on any continuous value within their respective
ranges. This allows us to sample stimulus parameters very close to
the participant’s perceptual threshold, which is difficult to do with non-
adaptive sampling paradigms since we do not know the participant’s
perceptual threshold before experimentation.

To implement the radial optic flow effect, we uniformly increased the
width and height of the rendered image. Note that by scaling the image
size, the optic flow is not 100% faithful to the kind of distortion artifact
that is present in real varifocal HMDs, but at the small magnitudes
we tested the difference between our simulated magnification artifact
and the actual magnification artifact is negligible. Furthermore, by
scaling the entire image instead of changing the focal distance of the
virtual camera used for rendering, we eliminated unwanted artifacts
that participants could use to determine whether or not the optic flow
was present. In particular, scaling the entire image avoided motion
artifacts caused by aliasing and the occlusion or disocclusion of some
features in the scene (since it was a 3D scene).
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Fig. 3: A flowchart showing the procedure for a single trial in our 2IFC experiment. During each “Interval” block, the virtual scene was rendered on
the display either with or without the radial optic flow distortion, which was triggered after the user initiated a blink (see Figure 1). Only one of the two
intervals had the distortion effect, chosen randomly for each trial. The intermission screen was used to mitigate any afterimage effects. On the
response screen, participants pressed a button to indicate which of the two intervals they believed contained the radial optic flow effect. Before the
next trial began, we used AEPsych [48] to assign the new values for the optic flow magnitude and delay between the blink and the optic flow onset in
order to converge towards the participant’s perceptual threshold for radial optic flow.

Fig. 4: An image of Papertown, the 3D virtual scene that participants
viewed. This scene was chosen because its rich and natural properties
(many 3D objects with varying shape, texture, size, and color properties)
make it representative of typical content that is viewed in VR HMDs. Note
that participants viewed a still image of the scene, so it did not contain
any dynamic elements.

3.3 Participants
A total of ten people (mean age 26.3 years, five female) successfully
completed our user study. Each participant was screened to ensure that
the eye tracker could detect their blinks, they had stereo vision, normal
or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and were not color blind.

4 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

4.1 Blink Duration
To verify the validity of our blink detection algorithm, we recorded
the duration of every blink (voluntary and involuntary) our participants
initiated. The distribution of blink duration is shown in Figure 5. We
considered a blink to be voluntary if it was initiated when the red dot
visual cue appeared at the start of an interval (which signaled to the
participant that they should blink, see Section 3.2.1). A blink was
classified as involuntary if it occurred at any time other than shortly
after the blink cue appeared. The median blink duration was ∼120 ms,
which is in line with prior research on blink duration [23]. Interestingly,
we found that there was a significant difference in the duration of vol-
untary and involuntary blinks (t = 8.93, p < .01), with voluntary blinks
being shorter than involuntary. A bar chart comparing the duration of
voluntary and involuntary blinks is shown in Figure 6.

4.2 Radial Optic Flow Thresholds
To find the 75% detection threshold, we inverted the fitted AEPsych
model [48] and computed the radial optic flow magnitude and delay
that produced a 75% likelihood of detection (as predicted by the fitted
model). For model fitting, we enforced monotonicity with respect to

Fig. 5: Distribution of blink durations (voluntary and involuntary) across
all participants. The high concentration of blinks in the 100− 200 ms
range aligns with prior research on blink durations [23], which suggests
that participants did not have abnormal blink behaviors in our experiment.

the image size magnitude and delay in magnification. For the analysis,
we considered two “blink events” to study the temporal component
of blink suppression to radial optic flow. In particular, we considered
image size changes that happened at the start of a blink and at the
end of a blink. The 75% thresholds for four participants are shown in
Figure 7.

When considering radial flow that occurs at the start of a blink
(Figure 7, left column), image size changes of about 2.1% and above
were reliably detectable by the participant. Additionally, we found that
sensitivity begins to rapidly increase around 70 ms after the start of a
blink, which is around the time when the blink is coming to an end and
the participant will be able to see the display again, although the eye
may not be fully open. As the delay increases, more and more of the
stimulus is visible to the user after the blink has ended, and they are able
to detect very small image size changes (around 0.05%−0.23%). If the
image size change occurs at the end of a blink (Figure 7, right column),
participants are able to reliably detect size changes below 0.5%. This
result matches the result found for radial flow that was triggered on a
long delay (100+ ms) after the start of a blink, which confirms that
participants are very sensitive to radial optic flow artifacts when they
have a clear image of the virtual content. Overall, the suppression effect
for this participant began around 60 ms after the start of a blink, and
concluded roughly 70 ms after the blink ended.

The average detection threshold across ten participants is shown
in Figure 8. The maximum image magnification we can hide in a
blink without the user noticing is about 2%, with some inter-observer
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Fig. 6: Average duration of voluntary and involuntary blinks. Involuntary
(natural) blinks were significantly longer than involuntary blinks in our
experiment. Although the absolute difference in duration between volun-
tary and involuntary blinks is not large, this statistical difference suggests
that the engineering requirements for radial flow distortion may change
depending on the type of blink a user initiates.

variability (1.14%− 2.54%). The lower bound sensitivity after the
blink suppression has resolved in the range of 0.05%− 0.23%. The
difference between sensitivity at start of the blink and after the blink is
about one order of magnitude.

To get a better understanding of how sensitivity changes between
participants over time, we grouped participant responses into 20 ms
buckets for the first 200 ms after the start of a blink. Results of this
bucketing are shown in Figure 9. Note that the plotted data come from
trials where the stimulus was triggered at the start of the blink (e.g.,
the data shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8). Results show a trend similar
to that of Figure 8, but the large variation in the 60− 120 ms range
indicates that there is a large amount of inter-participant variability in
restoring visual sensitivity to image magnification.

Finally, Figure 10 shows the distributions in each participant’s 75%
threshold for stimuli triggered at the start of a blink, the end of a blink,
and the difference in image size change between the start and end
thresholds. This plot highlights the stark change in sensitivity as a
function of image size change relative to blink, i.e. the decrease in
sensitivity afforded by blink suppression.

5 DISCUSSION

The results of our experiment showed that blinks can be used to reliably
mask the radial optic flow artifact that is associated with changes in
focal power of varifocal display systems. In particular, we found that
image size changes of 2.032±0.45% can be hidden during blinks, and
that visual sensitivity returns roughly 70 ms after a blink begins (as
detected by our eye tracker, which has its own inherent latency). Once
visual sensitivity has returned, we found that participants were very
accurate in detecting changes in image size; participants were able to
detect images that increased in size by just 0.05%−0.23%.

Varifocal HMD Design Our results have several important im-
plications for the design and implementation of varifocal HMDs. First,
the high perceptual sensitivity when users’ view of the virtual image
changes in this manner clearly indicates that margin for error on imag-
ine magnification correction is very small. That participants were able
to detect even 0.05% changes highlights that we are very sensitive to ra-
dial optic flow in near-eye displays and distortion correction needs to be
very accurate to deliver a comfortable experience for users. Currently,
the two main approaches to varifocal HMDs are discrete and continu-
ous varifocal. With discrete varifocal systems, the focal plane changes
almost instantly [66], which is perceived as a very short duration image
magnification for the user. This is nearly identical to our experiment,

where the image size change occurred over the course of one frame
(∼8 ms). In such systems, the instantaneous image size change could
theoretically be masked by a blink (Section 4.2), which significantly
decreases the burden on the rendering system for distortion correction.
In a continuous varifocal design, the virtual image distance changes
smoothly over the course of 200−700 ms (e.g., [68]). In these systems,
the retinal image size changes more slowly over a longer duration.
Since our experiment did not directly measure thresholds for retinal
flow velocity, it is unclear whether continuous varifocal systems can
leverage blinks to reduce the impact of image magnification artifacts.
However, the slower changes in retinal image size will likely reduce the
salience of the uncorrected distortion—both in terms of perceptibility
and acceptability.

Distortion Correction Aside from implications on the viability
of different varifocal HMD designs, our results also have implications
for the engineering requirements for the software-based distortion cor-
rection. Distortion correction in software is typically done by modeling
the optics of the HMD and applying corrective distortions to the ren-
dered image to yield an undistored image when viewed through the
HMD’s lens [5, 52, 53, 60]. However, the perceived distortion depends
not only on the lens properties but also on the position of the eye rela-
tive to the lens [27]. Thus, in order to sufficiently correct any distortion
artifacts (like the radial optic flow artifact studied in this work), the
system should ideally have an accurate measurement of the position of
the user’s eye within the HMD eye-box. Given that results presented
in this work show that the timing of the distortion correction relative
to eye blinks is crucial for masking any artifacts, our results also have
implications on the minimum requirements for eye tracking latency
and distortion mesh refresh rates. In particular, eye tracking and dis-
tortion mesh updates should be fast enough to accurately measure the
eye’s position, detect a blink, and update the distortion mesh all within
∼70−100 ms in order to minimize the perception of radial optic flow
artifacts.

Voluntary Versus Involuntary Blinks In our experiment, we
also found that the duration of voluntary and involuntary blinks was
different (Section 4.1). In particular, we found that involuntary blinks
were about 20 ms longer than voluntary blinks. In terms of distortion
correction, this is favorable since it suggests that involuntary blinks
which occur naturally as the user engages with virtual content are more
useful for masking the radial optic flow artifact. Additionally, this
suggests that varifocal systems may benefit from VR experiences that
intentionally induce blinks in the user [65], since this can be used to
increase the frequency of natural blinks which can be used for artifact
masking.

Individual Differences Individual differences are a well-known
phenomenon in perception [33, 63]. In our experiment, we found some
differences in thresholds between participants. There may be impli-
cations of individual differences on the implementation of distortion
correction for varifocal HMDs. In particular, the timing of when to
initiate a change in lens power relative to the detection of a blink
may change from user to user. For example, for the threshold curves
shown in Figure 8, the start of the sensitivity increase varies within the
60−120 ms range after blink onset. Despite the differences in temporal
properties of the blink suppression observed in our experiment, the
baseline sensitivity after participants’ blinks end is relatively constant
across all participants. This means that while individual differences
may have implications for the temporal properties of the implemen-
tation distortion correction, the requirements for the quality of the
distortion correction (i.e., the amount of distortion that must be cor-
rected) is relatively constant (and high) across all participants. These
results may allow for more relaxed constraints on eye tracker and blink
detection latency, but likely will not have any major implications for
the implementation of the distortion correction algorithm itself, which
must be very accurate in order to provide a pleasant user experience.

Blinks and Vergence Eye Movements It should be noted that,
in an effort to keep the experiment simple and to measure baseline,
“worst-case” thresholds, participants did not make vergence movements
during our experiment. Varifocal HMDs specifically designed to change
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Fig. 7: Trial response data and 75% detection thresholds for four participants who completed our experiment. The solid black curve denotes the 75%
threshold, which is the combination of stimulus delay and magnitude that will yield a 75% chance that the participant will be able to detect the change
in image size. The blue and red dots are individual 2IFC trial responses, where blue is a correct response and red is an incorrect response. Note that
the majority of trials are sampled near the threshold for each participant, which indicates that the AEPsych adaptive sampling was effective. We
only show four participants’ data here to save space—the data are qualitatively very similar across all participants. Left Column: 75% detection
thresholds for participants when the stimulus was triggered at the start of the voluntary blink (with varying delay). Visual sensitivity to radial optic
flow is suppressed until ∼70 ms after blink onset, after which point sensitivity begins to increase. Right Column: 75% detection thresholds for one
participant when the stimulus was triggered at the end of the voluntary blink (with varying delay). Visual sensitivity was suppressed towards the start
of the blink (∼ -100 ms) and, as the blink came to an end, the participant was easily able to detect even small image size changes of 0.5%.

the focal power of the HMD’s lens when the user changes their vergence
depth in VR, so using blinks to mask the distortion artifact would yield
the greatest benefits if blinks occurred simultaneously with vergence
movements. Indeed, Rambold et al. [50] observed that most blinks in
their experiment occurred at the start of or during vergence eye move-
ments, and rarely occurred before. However, it is important to note that
blinks last about 120 ms (Figure 5) but vergence movements have a
much longer duration of ∼330 ms [58]. Therefore, while the data from
prior work [50] suggest that blinks are sufficiently concomitant with
vergence movements for us to take advantage of blink suppression for
varifocal distortion masking, the engineering requirements for distor-
tion correction are constrained by the duration of the user’s blinks since
they are typically much shorter in duration than vergence movements.
Nevertheless, additional studies should be conducted to better under-
stand the relationship between blinks and vergence movements and the
implications for blink suppression in head-mounted varifocal displays
during more representative use-cases of VR.

Post-Blink Sensitivity Suppression Finally, one must con-
sider that unlike most blink suppression research, we studied sensitivity
to an artifact that persists even after a blink has concluded. Thus, in
this work we were able to characterize how visual sensitivity changes
not only during stimulus exposure, but also after a blink. Our results
showed that suppressed sensitivity to radial optic flow still exists for
a short duration after a blink ends (about 75 ms). This existence of
post-blink suppression may indicate a similar effect for other artifacts,
and we believe it would be worthwhile for future research to investigate
this.

6 CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS, & FUTURE WORK

In this work, we measured perceptual sensitivity to radial optic flow
distortion effects in near-eye stereoscopic displays. Radial optic flow
is of interest because it is an artifact that is inherent to varifocal dis-
play systems; when the focal power of the display changes, the vir-
tual image increases or decreases in size, which the user perceives as
a radial optic flow effect. By measuring how sensitive users are to
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Fig. 8: 75% detection threshold for stimuli triggered at the start of a blink,
averaged across ten participants (blue dotted curve). Overall, we see
that visual sensitivity is suppressed until roughly 70 ms after the blink
begins, after which sensitivity rapidly increases and participants become
extremely sensitive once the blink ends (150 ms and beyond).

Fig. 9: Sensitivity to radial optic flow triggered at the start of a blink,
grouped by stimulus delay into buckets of 20 ms. The general trend of the
median sensitivity (orange horizontal lines) follows the average threshold
shown in Figure 8. The long whiskers on the boxes in the 60−120 ms
range indicate that there is a large amount of inter-participant variability
in sensitivity to radial optic flow toward the end of a blink.

this flow artifact and to what extent this sensitivity can be decreased
through blink suppression, we gain an understanding of how accurate
the distortion-correction systems for varifocal HMDs must be. Our
results showed that blinks can be leveraged to mask radial optic flow
effects. Compared to flow effects that occurred ∼70 ms after blink
onset, we found that visual sensitivity was decreased tenfold at the start
of a blink. We also found that pre- and post-blink sensitivity was, on
average, ∼ 0.15% image size change when no blinks were present and
increased to ∼ 1.5−2.0% during blinks.

There are some limitations to our work. First, we only tested sensi-
tivity to static virtual content. It is possible that dynamic virtual content,
as is common in virtual experiences, may serve as an additional “dis-
traction” that could further reduce the user’s sensitivity to radial optic
flow. Additionally, the thresholds reported in our study are likely con-
servative estimates since participants were specifically instructed to
try to perceive the artifact and they sat still for the duration of the
experiment. In normal VR settings, the user is likely to be moving
around and interacting with their virtual surroundings, which may have
additional effects on their ability to perceive radial flow effects. Our
display system had a fixed distance between the user and they display,
which means that the user did not undergo any change in accommoda-
tion before, during, or after the image changed in size. Since a change
in accommodation causes momentary blur of the retinal image, it is
possible that this could impact the user’s sensitivity to radial optic

Fig. 10: Difference between 0 ms and 200 ms sensitivity per user for
stimuli triggered at the start of a blink event, end of a blink event, and the
difference in thresholds between start and end of blink events. Red dots
denote the raw threshold data for each participant. This plot highlights
the impact of blink suppression (green box): When blink suppression
is active (“Start Blink” condition), participants are 10× less sensitive to
changes in image size compared to when suppression is inactive (“End
Blink” condition).

flow. Furthermore, it is possible that participants’ blinking behavior
during our experiment was different from normal blinking behavior due
to the increased amount of attention that participants devote towards
blinking [3, 24, 45], which may have affected our results.

Future work should study observers’ sensitivity to radial optic flow
during vergence movements. Since the image size change effect occurs
when the user shifts their gaze to look at an object at a different virtual
distance (i.e., they do a vergence movement), observers may have re-
duced sensitivity (compared to normal viewing with no eye movements
or blinks) due to vergence suppression effects [25,26,43]. Additionally,
sensitivity to radial optic flow as a function of the observer’s level of
cognitive load should be measured, since this is more representative of
the situations in which users are likely to experience this flow artifact
when using a varifocal HMD and prior work has shown that cognitive
load can affect motion perception in VR [47, 62].
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